alternate operating systems and/or versions thereof.
Introduction
and therefore increases maintenance and testing efforts.
In a seminal paper on software aging, Parnas describes Newly introduced configurations require integration and two distinct reasons why software ages: 1) failure to meet testing. Legacy configurations may be retained or changing needs and 2) evolution at the hands of its own eliminated; if retained, they will require general developers [15] . Pamas rightly lays the blame for aging maintenance. Without a general strategy and reasonable at the hands of consumer demand and developmental software architecture for handling this multiplicity of difficulties, but seems to ignore the impact of the configurations, their addition/removal can wreak havoc evolution of platforms for which the software was on the structure of the source code. originally developed. Ironically, he claims that software In C and C++ programs portability is invariably written 40 years ago would function perfectly today, if he managed using the C preprocessor. Source code is could just find a computer that was phased out of conditionally compiled depending on variables of the existence 30 years ago. Did this software age because compiler, operating system interface, and other today's users would expect more, or did it fail because it dependent libraries. In this paper, we are interested in did not evolve along with its computer platform?
determining how popular systems achieve portability It seems that software aging can also be blamed on the with the C preprocessor. To this end, we studied the inability (or indifference) of developers to adapt to preprocessor-based configuration of three widely used evolving or different platforms. However, this could also and heavily ported software libraries: the Qt GUI Toolkit, be seen as an indirect influence of consumer demand on the Adaptive Communications Environment (ACE), and the software -the demand for better computers, the Boost C++ Libraries. Specifically, we developed operating systems, and programming languages all tools to help us extract data from the preprocessor impact the need to adapt existing software. For example, directives. We then analyze this data in order to discern with the release of Vista, Microsoft has deprecated a emergent patterns for managing portability. number of API's, and as an unfortunate result, some As a result of this study, we discovered a number of programs may crash or even fail to run at all. Because of techniques for building portable software that are these shifting foundations, organizations often release common between the three systems. These techniques different configurations of their software targeting are used to build abstractions out of preprocessor macros, enabling developers to separate dependency concerns.
Most importantly, we found that all three share a about a locus of configuration functionality that we call common preprocessor-based, software architecture that the configuration kernel. To validate this hypothesis, we provides an extensible foundation for future adaptation to generated and studied selected include graphs of each different compilers, operating systems, and versions library. These graphs reveal a relatively small tree of thereof.
header files that appear to do little other than The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we conditionally define different macros. Of course, the discuss the approach and tools used to study the different names of these files are also a great indicator for this libraries. Section 3 contains a detailed description of the kernel since most either contain the word "config", or are preprocessor-based configurations of the systems. In nested within a "config" directory. section 4, we discuss emergent techniques and patterns
We then use this set of files in the kernel as the source for portability and configuration. Lastly, the common of configuration data. We processed each of the header configuration architecture is described in section 5.
files in the kernel, recorded each macro identifier, and where it is used in preprocessor directives (i.e., 2. Methodology definitions, undefintions, and conditions). We name We implemented two tools to extract and model these These libraries were chosen because they are well concepts. Both tools leverage our srcML [3, 13] known, well respected, heavily used, and each is ported infrastructure to accomplish their respective tasks'.
to wide variety of systems. For each library, we provide Specifically, we use srcML to provide an XML-based a description of its configuration kernel followed by a markup of C++, thereby simplifying the fact extraction classification of the macros appearing within the kernel process. First, the tool cppinc analyzes source code and and a discussion of the configuration architecture.
generates GraphViz2-formatted graphs that can be rendered and inspected to help study the structure of 3. taxonomy. There are, however, some differences due to examples of external programs used to control the the fact we studied the intent of usage rather than specification and versioning of (optionally) required deriving a classification from name, definition, and libraries. However, neither of these programs attempts to context. The biggest difference comes from the determine the configuration of the host platform and classification of macros concerning the portability of compiler. The preprocessor is responsible for these machine, library, and language, and additionally macros configurations.
labeled as "miscellaneous". In [4] the classification ACE is also distributed with an autoconf-generated "machine portability" encompasses macros defining the configuration script. Unlike the previous scripts, this will architecture and hardware, language whereas "library attempt to deduce sets of feature descriptors for every portability" encompasses externally defined macros, and external dependency -including those typically covered "miscellaneous" represents reserved identifiers (macros by preprocessor-based configurations.
of the form xxx_). Our [5, 6, 9, (both research and practical) is quite rare when compared 11, 12] . Similarly, in [19] preprocessor directives are to the volumes written on the languages whose existence modeled for both static and dynamic analyses. There depends upon it. The first case study of preprocessor have also been a number of approaches to preprocessor usage with respect to portability was given by Spencer et analysis for reengineering, restructuring, and refactoring al. [17] . This study analyzed preprocessor usage in the C [2, 7, 8, 14, 18, 20] . News program as it evolved. The study suggests pragmatic approaches to using the preprocessor, but does 8. their use of the C preprocessing language to manage The only previous comprehensive study of portability concerns. Despite the absence of reliable preprocessor usage was conducted by Ernst et al. in [4] design documentation or even descriptive literature (e.g., using
PCp3 [1] to analyze the incidence of preprocessor books on programming), we find emergent patterns in C usage in a number of C programs. This empirical data is preprocessor usage. 
